
KUWAIT: BT announced yesterday that as part of
its Cloud of Clouds vision it will deploy virtual
Riverbed SteelHead application acceleration tech-
nology in the core of its global network, providing
superior application performance for customers
accessing BT’s own cloud services as well as other
leading Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) offerings. It is
the first time Riverbed technology has been
deployed into the core of a global telecoms net-
work. 

BT and Riverbed are embedding their services
at global business hubs in Europe, North America
and Asia in locations where BT has direct links to
leading cloud providers and high-capacity internet
breakout. The service will be available globally
from early 2016 and accessible through BT’s IP
Connect VPN from 198 countries and territories.

A series of pilots of the new capability showed
substantial network performance improvements
for SaaS applications such as the Microsoft Office
365 productivity suite. In addition to application
acceleration and network bandwidth optimization,
customers using the new service also gain
increased control over their applications, better
end-to-end visibility into performance, and signifi-
cantly improved reliability and security compared

to delivering applications over the internet.
Using Network Function Virtualization (NFV),

the new service will help customers take advan-
tage of broader virtualized functions, such as appli-
cation performance management and the man-
agement of high speed access to private and pub-
lic clouds.

Keith Langridge, vice president, network servic-

es at BT Global Services, said: “Our Cloud of Clouds
vision is rapidly coming to fruition. By including
Riverbed-as-a-service in our offering, we address
one of the key issues faced by our customers:  the
performance and reliability of applications hosted
in the cloud.  The new service builds on the direct
network connectivity we already provide to major
cloud providers by bringing better speed, perform-
ance and control to applications hosted with these
cloud providers. This joint offering with Riverbed is
a milestone on the journey to software-defined
networks, and creates an additional differentiator
against our competitors.”

Paul O’Farrell, Senior Vice President and General
Manager, SteelHead and SteelFusion, at Riverbed
said, “CIOs want to enjoy all of the benefits of the
hybrid enterprise while solving the challenges of
application delivery in this complex environment.
Riverbed invented WAN optimization in 2004 with
the launch of SteelHead and is today the leader in
application performance infrastructure. The new
integrated cloud-based solution from BT and
Riverbed will provide unmatched application avail-
ability and acceleration as a service, offering an
easier on-ramp to cloud computing via BT’s Cloud
Connect service.”
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DUBAI: Canon, a world leader in imaging solutions
hosted its fourth professional photography workshop
in Nairobi from 1st December - 7th December, 2015,
as part of its commitment to the communities in
which it operates. The week-long session, held in
partnership with the Kenyatta University, sparked the
minds of 10 young, aspiring photographers who
jointly explored the art of storytelling their home
country of Kenya, during the course of the program.   

In keeping with Canon’s ‘Kyosei’ philosophy of living
and working together for the common good, Canon
has undertaken an array of youth-based initiatives
across the Middle East and Africa. The workshop, host-
ed by the world renowned photojournalist Gary
Knight, a Canon Master, was organized to provide the
participants with the opportunity to a gain new and
greater understanding of the technicalities of editing,
along with the subtleties and nuances of capturing
beautiful images whilst having access to Canon equip-
ment. 

A number of workshop lectures were conducted
by Gary Knight, with the support of Canon employ-
ees, in addition, to a series of guest lectures, aimed at
inspiring the participants. 

On 1st December, Joan Pereruan, Group Photo
Editor at the Nation Media Group,   Treasurer &
Founder of the Photojournalists Association of Kenya,
gave a lecture on her experiences and knowledge
about the industry, and what makes a strong image.
She also spoke about the ethics and code of conduct
which you should practice as a photographer.
Thereafter, Victor Peace, Professional Fashion & Travel
photographer, spoke on his career and experience to

date, and how one can make a living from photogra-
phy, while Georgina Goodwin, Professional
Photojournalist & Kenyan News Photographer of the
Year 2013, spoke on her experiences and knowledge
about the industry and why it’s important to share
and tell your stories in society. 

Quality instruction
Gathoni Kinyanjui was the student guest lectur-

er from the previous workshop and discussed her
experiences on the workshop and her career, there-
after. 

Anurag Agrawal,  Managing Director,  Canon

Middle East said: “Canon is keen to nurture the
youth in the Middle East and Africa. Our equipment
is known all over the world by amateur and profes-
sional photographers, alike. With these workshops,
participants have access to high quality instruction
that could lead them to lifelong careers in photog-
raphy. We know Africa is brimming with creative
talent, it’s just a question of drawing it out.”

Professor Thairu, coordinator at the School of
Creative Arts, Film and Media Studies, Kenyatta
University, said: “ The Canon Workshop held at
Kenyatta University is a great opportunity which
demonstrates that Kenyatta University, through its
Department of Film and Theatre Arts, is without
reasonable doubt, a progressive and proactive uni-
versity. Simultaneously, it allows Canon to continue
popularizing and entrenching itself as the pre-
ferred makers of photography equipment in East
Africa.”

Commenting on the workshop initiative, Gary
Knight said: “This is the fourth Canon workshop I
have led in Africa.  I love coming to this part of the
world as young photographers are full of hope and
commitment  for  a  better  future  in  the Ar ts .
Introducing these young men and women to the
best quality camera equipment, shooting and edit-
ing techniques is a real joy.”

Canon Middle East serves as an active partner in
the communities it operates in, by working with
governments, scientific, academic, humanitarian,
and arts and culture organisations, to integrate cor-
porate social responsibility across all elements of
the business.

Canon sparks enthusiasm for photography at workshop in Kenya

Japan asteroid 

probe enters ‘target

orbit’ in space quest

TOKYO: A Japanese space probe successfully entered
“target orbit” and is on its way to rendezvousing with a
faraway asteroid, in a quest to study the origin of the solar
system, authorities said yesterday. Earlier this month the
unmanned explorer, Hayabusa 2, passed by Earth to har-
ness the planet’s gravitational pull in a bid to switch its
orbital path to continue toward tiny Ryugu asteroid.

“The Hayabusa 2... entered the target orbit to travel to
the asteroid,” Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA)
said in a statement. Hayabusa 2 was launched a year ago
aboard Japan’s main H-IIA rocket from Tanegashima
Space Center for its six-year mission to bring back mineral
samples from the asteroid. It is expected to reach Ryugu,
named after a mythical castle in a Japanese folk tale, in
mid-2018 and spend around 18 months in the area. 

It will also drop rover robots and a “landing package”
that includes equipment for surface observation. If all
goes well, soil samples will be returned to Earth in late
2020.

Analysing the extra-terrestrial materials could help
shed light on the birth of the solar system 4.6 billion years
ago and offer clues about what gave rise to life on Earth,
scientists have said. — AFP

BT boosts ‘Cloud of Clouds’ 

with hosted riverbed service
Customers to benefit from improved performance

Keith Langridge

MOSCOW: A three-person crew from the
International Space Station landed safely
Friday in the snowy steppes of Kazakhstan.
The US space agency’s Kjell Lindgren,
Russia’s Oleg Kononenko and Kimiya Yui of
Japan returned to Earth in their Soyuz TMA-
17M capsule after 141 days in space. They
touched down on schedule at 7:12 pm
local time (1312 GMT) about 120 kilome-
ters ( 75 kilometers) northeast of
Dzhezkazgan, Kazakhstan.

Kononenko reported to the Russian
Mission Control that the crew was feeling
fine as the capsule was descending by
parachute in thick clouds before landing
softly in darkness on the wind-swept
steppes. Russian rescue teams in four heli-
copters arrived quickly at the landing site

to help the crew get out of the capsule,
which rested on its side in the snow.

Because of the cold temperatures and
strong winds, the crew was quickly flown to
Dzhezkazgan after a brief inspection by
doctors. In better weather, the crew under-
goes a post-flight medical check-up in a
tent at the landing site.

Expedition 46 Commander Scott Kelly of
NASA and crewmates Mikhail Kornienko
and Sergey Volkov of Russia remain on the
station. They will be joined by three new
crew members next Tuesday: NASA’s Tim
Kopra, Russia’s Yuri Malenchenko and the
European Space Agency’s Tim Peake. Kelly
and Kornienko are on the first joint US-
Russian one-year mission at the space sta-
tion. — AP

3 space station astronauts 

safely return to Earth

BAIKONUR: Members of the main crew of the 46/47 expedition to the International Space
Station (ISS), (from L) Britain’s astronaut Tim Peake, Russian cosmonaut Yuri
Malenchenko and US astronaut Tim Kopra take part in a press conference at the Russian-
leased Baikonur cosmodrome in Kazakhstan yesterday. — AFP

LE BOURGET, France: Two sets of reality are
clashing as climate talks go into overtime:
Diplomatic real politics and hard science. Top
experts say that while a goal of limiting warming
in a new draft climate agreement is laudable, the
rest of the proposed pact doesn’t provide the
tools to achieve it - and in some ways, it even
goes backward. “There’s an absolutely huge dis-
connect between the negotiations and the
political rhetoric, and what’s very clearly coming
out of the science,” Kevin Anderson, deputy
director of the Tyndall Centre for Climate
Research in Britain, said Friday as the high-stakes
climate talks dragged into an extra day.

The latest draft of a proposed international
climate agreement lists a goal of “holding the
increase in the global average temperature to
well below 2 degrees Celsius (3.6 degrees
Fahrenheit) above pre-industrial levels” and
urges efforts to limit it even further, to 1.5
degrees Celsius.

This even as Earth has already warmed nearly
1 degree Celsius (1.8 degrees Fahrenheit) since
the mid-18th century. Dana Fisher, director of
the Program for Society and the Environment at
the University of Maryland, said she sees “a cou-
ple of dueling realities,” including one she calls a
“kumbaya moment” where everybody talks
about the importance of a 1.5-degree cap on
global temperature increase but no one does
anything to implement it. And because the Paris
draft removes discussion of carbon dioxide
emissions from shipping and air travel,
Anderson said he considers the Paris proposal
even weaker than the one that came out of
Copenhagen in 2009. “It is not consistent with
science, which the Copenhagen accord had
directly written into it,” Anderson told The
Associated Press.

And the current language for poor people in
developing nations like Africa and Asia, “is some-
where between dangerous and deadly,”
Anderson added. The negotiations also don’t
take into account what emissions cuts are need-
ed to limit warming to 1.5 or 2 degrees Celsius,
said Hans Joachim Schellnhuber, director of the
Potsdam Institute for Climate Research in
Germany. “The politics simply leave it out of the
equation.”

Andrew Jones, co-director of Climate
Interactive who runs computer simulations of
what individual nations’ emissions promises
mean in terms of temperature, said current
pledges will amount to another couple degrees
Celsius warming from now, blowing right past
the goal of keeping warming to less than 2
degrees above pre-industrial levels.

And making the goal a more stringent 1.5
instead of 2 degrees without reducing emissions
just doesn’t cut it, he said. “It’s kind of like this:
My friends and I have committed to losing 300
pounds but are failing so far,” Jones said. “Instead
of eating less and exercising more, I propose

that we lose 350.” At a news conference,
Anderson and colleagues went through the
draft agreement - which still is being modified
and negotiated - and said it isn’t near to getting
close to the goal. They especially criticized vague
language that talks of “greenhouse gas emis-
sions neutrality” without really defining it.

“We really need to be keeping around 90
percent of all current reserves (of fossil fuels) in
the ground,” Anderson said. Burning coal, oil and
gas emit heat-trapping gases that cause global
warming. “You have to go to zero carbon dioxide
emissions by 2050 in order to have a fair chance”
of reaching the 1.5-degree goal, Schellnhuber
said. Joeri Rogelj, of the International Institute
for Applied Systems Analysis in Austria, went fur-
ther:  “Without zero emissions, 2 degrees is
impossible. Without zero emissions, tempera-
ture stabilization is impossible.”

But John Reilly, co-director of MIT’s Joint
Program on the Science and Policy of Global
Change, said “that’s way out there” and doesn’t
take into account politics, including US conser-
vative opposition, and the needs of African
nations to develop. “They can say whatever they
want in Paris,” said Fisher, but Republicans in the
US Congress “are screaming no way and we have
this huge fossil fuel industry and infrastructure in
place.” Still, Fisher and Reilly said the goal of
keeping warming to 1.5 degrees is important. It’s
especially crucial for small islands, said Reilly,
adding: “It’s hard to accept a target where  some
of the negotiating states won’t exist, and that’s
what 2 degrees is.” In the end, some experts
were downright gloomy. “If you ask me if I think
we’ll succeed,” said Anderson. “No, I think we’ll
fail.” —  Reuters

Apple Music wins

exclusive video deal

with Taylor Swift

NEW YORK: Pop star Taylor Swift’s “1989 World Tour Live”
concert video will be available exclusively on Apple Inc’s
music streaming service, Apple Music, starting Dec. 20,
Apple said on the service’s Twitter account on Sunday.

Swift, who celebrated her 26th birthday on Sunday,
tweeted a trailer for the concert video and said: “Thank you
so much for all the birthday wishes. I have a little surprise
for you.” The trailer’s description listed Jonas Akerlund as
the video’s director.

The singer also tweeted that an interview discussing the
video was broadcast at 9 am PST (1700 GMT) yesterday on
Beats 1, Apple’s radio station. Apple officials were not
immediately available for comment.

Apple introduced Apple Music in June. Apple Chief
Executive Tim Cook said in October the music streaming
service had netted more than 6.5 million paid users, and
that an additional 8.5 million people were participating in
a free trial. Swift said in June she would put her hit album
“1989” on Apple Music, days after the tech giant bowed to
pressure from Swift and some independent music groups
and labels and agreed to pay artists during a free trial of its
music service.

Swift’s decision came after she pulled her entire catalog
of music from online streaming platform Spotify in
November 2014 and refused to offer “1989” on streaming
services, saying the business had shrunk the numbers of
paid album sales drastically. — Reuters

LONDON/COPENHAGEN: European renew-
able energy stocks rallied on Monday fol-
lowing an agreement over the weekend at
the Paris global climate summit to find ways
to stop global warming.

Goldman Sachs’ analysts described the
deal in Paris as the most important climate
agreement since the 1997 Kyoto Protocol,
adding it would boost the world’s low car-
bon-emissions economy, which it estimated
as a fast-growing $600 billion-plus market.

Norway’s REC Silicon, which makes the
key raw material for solar panels, surged 10
percent. Shares in wind turbine makers
Vestas Wind, Nordex and Gamesa also rose
by between 2-5 percent, outperforming a
0.7 percent rise on the benchmark pan-
European FTSEurofirst 300 index.

Novozymes, a maker of biofuel technolo-
gy, climbed 1.2 percent, solar power gener-
ator Scatec Solar advanced 2.5 percent, Enel
Green Power rose 0.7 percent and
Greencoat UK Wind progressed 1.7 percent.
The iShares Global Clean Energy Exchange
Traded Fund , which allows investors to
trade a basket of stocks involved in the
renewable energy space, also rose 2 per-
cent.

Andrea Williams, European equities fund
manager at Royal London Asset
Management, said that while her portfolio
did not currently hold such stocks, the Paris
climate deal might lead her to start consid-
ering buying up those companies.

“The Paris climate change agreement
will definitely help the renewables industry,
as it should lead to continued investment in
the area by major world economies,” she
said. The agreement commits both rich and
poor nations to reining in rising emissions
blamed for warming the planet, and sets
out a sweeping, long-term goal of eliminat-
ing net manmade greenhouse gas output

this century. Nearly 200 countries took part
in the negotiations to strike the first climate
deal to commit all countries to cut emis-
sions, with an initial target being set for
2020.

Along with the wind turbine makers,
Goldman Sachs’ other top picks for stocks
that would benefit from the Paris climate
deal included electric car company Tesla
Motors, solar panel group SolarEdge and
Albemarle, a chemicals company that sup-
plies lithium - a key component for batter-
ies.

However, others cautioned against rush-
ing in to buy such stocks, noting that the
Paris agreement was not a legally binding
treaty. Some critics added that the United
States, the world’s biggest economy, might
back away from the targets set in the Paris
climate agreement if the Republican Party
won next year’s US presidential election,
given general skepticism within the
Republican camp over such matters. “I
would not just rush in to buy these stocks
on the back of the weekend’s agreement.
You need to give time to wait for the dust to
settle, and 2020 is still a long way out,” said
Francois Savary, chief investment officer at
investment management firm Prime
Partners.

Nevertheless, many brokers said that -
for now - the Paris climate agreement
would enhance the prospects for compa-
nies involved in the renewable energy
industry.

“In short, we think the Paris agreement
represents a strong outcome and will there-
fore help boost the long-term fundamen-
tals of the capital-goods and low-carbon
power-generation sectors while weakening
the long-term fundamentals of fossil-fuel
industries,” Barclays’ analysts wrote in a
note.  — Reuters

Renewable energy stocks 

rally after Paris climate deal

Clash of dueling climate 

realities: Science and politics

BERLIN: German Environment Minister
Barbara Hendricks shows an “Adoption of
the Paris Agreement” as she arrives for a
news conference in Berlin yesterday. Envoys
from 195 nations on December 12 adopted
to cheers and tears a historic accord to stop
global warming, which threatens humanity
with rising seas and worsening droughts,
floods and storms. — AFP


